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Abstract— We know that today’s world is Internet world. But there are many security related threats like spamming, 
identity theft, DDoS attack, malware attack. Spam Zombies are emerging threats. Spam Zombies are used by attackers to 
takes control on machines, steel personal information of users and commit  malicious activities.  
We focus on the detection of the  spam zombies in a network. We develop an innovative idea for spam zombie detection and 
blocking with the efficient grey filtering technique which is online detection techniques.  Some spam messages are not spam 
i.e. newsletters. So there is need to identify which are good spam and bad spam. SPOT filter will decide the incoming 
messages are spam messages or valid messages. But it will not show that messages are good spam or bad spam. This project 
combines spot filter with Grey filter detection technique. This system also gives best result in environment of dynamic IP 
addresses. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is very complicated to find out Compromised 
machines in the network. Attacker takes control on 
machine and use that machine to send large number 
of spam Emails to others. Such machines are referred 
as compromised machines in a network. These 
machines are involved in performing spamming 
related activities known as spam zombies. Existence 
of such spam zombies in network is one of the most 
serious security related threats today. They are used 
to perform various security attacks such as spamming 
and spreading malware, DDoS, and identity 
theft[1][7]. Compromised machines are generally 
referred as bots and the set of bots that are controlled 
by a single entity are called botnets[2]. In this, 
identifying and cleaning of compromised machine is 
challenge for system administrators of network .To 
detect outgoing mail is valid or not ,we filter mail 
twice i.e. we used two filtering techniques, content 
based filter and grey filter. SPOT is based on content 
based filter which filter outgoing mail and calculate 
probability of that mail. There are some mails that are 
not clearly identified as a spam or good mail, such as 
newsletters and legitimate advertisements. We call 
this mail gray mail[12]. SPOT filter cannot identify 
grey mails. To overcome the drawback of SPOT, this 
report integrates spot approach with Grey filter 
detection approach. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
In this chapter we discuss related work and focusing 
on spamming activities to detect bots in a network. 
Our aim is to detect bot through email filtering 
technique. So we develop a tool for system 
administrators which automatically detect 
compromised machines in networks in online 
manner. 

A. Ramachandran, D. Dagon & N. Feamster [3] 
present “Can DNS-Based Blacklists Keep Up with  
Bots?”.In this paper many Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs), anti-virus companies  use Domain Name 
System-based Black Lists (DNSBLs) to keep track of 
IP addresses of machines that originate spam, so that 
emails sent from these IP addresses can be rejected.  
Omar Al-Jarrah, Ismail Khaterz and Basheer Al-
Duwairi [4] presented a paper on “Identifying 
Potentially Useful Email Header Features for 
Email Spam Filtering”. In this paper, author use 
Header based email filtering technique. In this 
technique, there is need to select email header 
features for email spam filtering. Feature selection is 
important step of Header-based email spam filtering.  
C.Selva Karthika presented [5] ”Semantics-Based 
Spam Detection by Observance of Outgoing 
Message”. The semantic based spam detection can 
provide solution for finding spam content present in 
the outgoing message. Instead of concentrating and 
performing the filtering techniques on the receiver 
mail server, a system performs the necessary actions 
on the sender mail server. The main goal is to detect 
the spam emails at the source (sender side), and to 
avoid sending them through the network.  
G.Bhagyashri, H. Pratap[6] presented “Auto e-mails 
classification using bayesian filter”.In this paper 
author used Bayesian filtering technique to filter 
email. Classification using Bayesian filtering method 
is defined by Paul Graham. Using well-known 
mathematics, it is possible to generate a “spam- 
probability” for each word. If probability of mail is 
greater than user defined threshold ,then mail is 
detected as spam mail. 
 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
We have noticed that the problem occurs with spam 
filter is False Positive and False Negative Rate. So 
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user lost important mails. It is hard to detect all mails 
correctly by spam filter. So many spam filters cannot 
detect grey mails clearly. Grey mails are not clearly 
spam or good mail, such as newsletters and legitimate 
advertisements. There is need to design new 
technique which identify mails on basis of content of 
mails and also detects grey mails. 

 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
In proposed work, we design an innovative idea for 
spam zombie detection and block those zombies. In 
this system, we filter outgoing mails using SPOT and 
gray filter. SPOT is based on content based filter 
which filter outgoing mail and calculate probability 
of that mail. There are some mails that are not clearly 
identified as spam mail or good mail, such as 
newsletters and legitimate advertisements. We call 
this mail grey mail. SPOT filter cannot identify gray 
mails. To overcome the drawback of SPOT, this 
report integrates spot approach with Grey filter 
detection approach. Figure 1shows system 
architecture of system. 
 

Figure 1.  System architecture 
 
V. MODULES IN SYSTEM 
 
      1. User Module  
The user can access this application. To access 
system user needs to register first. 

 Account authentication: In this module 
already registered user having mail id and 
password. To login with system, user enters 
mail id and password. If these two fields are 
valid, the account is authenticated.  

 Sending mails: The user of the system 
sends regular text email to the receiver. 
These emails are first passes through the 
SPOT filter before being reflected in  
receiver mailbox. 

 
2. SPOT detection Module 
In this module, a user sends an email, it passes 
through the SPOT detection stage. System applies 
filtering process on outgoing mail and calculate 
probability of that mail. we have already trained some 

spam and ham(good) emails and probability of each 
stored in database.  
 
In detection phase, we read the content of outgoing 
mail and break up mail into words, if the word is 
already exist in train keyword then we take its spam 
probability Otherwise Make a new word with a 
default Spam probability. Calculate spam probability 
P(X) of overall message using Bayes' rule .If the 
computed value is greater than threshold value then 
mail will detected as spam mail.  
 
3. Grey Filter Module 
Output of SPOT module is taken as a input for grey 
filter i.e. probabilily of mail. Here we assign some 
user defined threshold value.  If calculated value is 
greater than user defined threshold then mail will 
detected as spam mail. 
 
4. Admin Module 
The admin has the complete right over the system.  
 List of Zombies: This system can view list of 

spam zombies which sends spam mails. 
 Block or Unblock system: The admin has the 

right to block or unblock a machines . 
 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
1. Algorithm for SPOT System: 
Whenever a user sends an email, it passes through the 
SPOT detection stage .The SPOT detection algorithm 
is given below: 
Training Phase 

1. Get Collection of known emails 
2. Retrieve all keywords in email (subject and 

body)   
3. Remove stop words from all keywords 

,remove with length less than or equal to 
three and  word which has digit  e.g 25th. 

4. Get each word   and calculate count_good 
and count_Bad 

 Calculate  rGood    
        rGood = 2*countGood / (float) total;       
 //total is all good words from document       
 Calculate  rBad   
         rBad = countBad / (float) total;          

5. For every word, calculate the Spam 
probability by bayes rules to compute how 
likely this word is "spam" 

6. If(rBad + rGood)>0 then apply  Formula         
          pSpam = rBad / (rBad + rGood) 

7. If pspam < 0.01f then  set  pspam  to  0.01f  
8. If psam  >0.99 f then  set pspam  to 0.99f 
9. Save all values to database for detection 

purposes . 
 
Detection of outgoing mail  

1. Load train keywords stored in db with their 
values  
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2. Retrieve all keywords in email (subject and 
body)  

3. Remove stop words from all keywords, 
remove with length less than or equal to 
three and  word which has digit  e.g 25th. 

4. If the String is already  exist in train  
keyword get the word out 

5. Otherwise, make a new word with a Spam 
probability of 0.4;  

6. Get interesting words from mail   (Limit  is  
15  for  most "interesting" words) 

7.  Apply Bayes' rule (via Graham) 
8. For every word multiply Spam probabilities 

("Pspam") by   pposproduct  where 
(pposproduct = 1.0f) 

 multiply  (1 .0f– Pspam) by  pnegproduct   
 where (pnegproduct= 1.0f) 

9. Apply formula 
      pspam = pposproduct / (pposproduct + 
 pnegproduct); 

10. pspam is probability of mail p(x). Value of 
p(x) pass to grey filter. 

 2. Algorithm for Grey Filter system  
1. Consider email message as x, then 

probability of x is spam estimated by the 
filter p(x).so, we can say that  

   Grayness of (x) = g(x) = |p(X)-0.5|; 
  If (g(x) < 0.4) then it purely grey mail; 
  if (g(x)>0.4)then it purely spam mail; 
   Put in Spam and display to Admin.  
  Close(); 
  
VII. DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES 
 
This system also work well in environment of 
dynamic IP addresses. It keeps all records of 
machines with its MAC address. When user send 
mail, system capture its MAC address. 
 
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT 
 
A series of experiments have been conducted to test 
the proposed method using different set of Emails 
containing spam and valid mails. 
The Table 1.1 shows different sets of emails taken to 
test the system as well as how many emails are spam 
& valid emails out of them & the Table 1.2 shows 
after testing the system, we found result of spam & 
valid emails.  
 

Table  1.1- Set of emails taken before testing 
(Manually Taken) 

 
 

Table 2.2 After testing result generated by system 

 
Graph of Manually and system generated result of Emails 
 
Figure3 shows Graphical representation of Emails. We 
Take 10 mails which contains both spam and valid mails. 

 

 
Figure 3 Result of Set-I Data 

 
Figure 4  shows Graphical representation of Emails. We 
Take 20 mails which contains both spam and valid mails. 
Out of 8 spam mails, it detect correctly 6 mails as spam 
and out of 12 valid mails, it detects 11 mails correctly as 
a valid. 
 

 
Figure 4 Result of Set- II Data 

 
Figure 5 shows Graphical representation of Emails. 
We Take 35 mails which contains both spam and 
valid mails. Out of 12 spam mails, it detect correctly 
9 mails as spam and out of 23 valid mails, it detects 
20 mails correctly as a valid. 
 

 
Figure 5 Result of Set- III Data 
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Figure 6 shows Graphical representation of Emails. 
We Take 60 mails which contains both spam and 
valid mails. Out of 20 spam mails, it detect correctly 
15 mails as spam and out of 40 valid mails, it detects 
36 mails correctly as a valid. 

 
Figure 6 Result of Set -IV Data 

 
IX. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 
Table 3. Confusion metrics 

 
                    
 
Table 3 shows confusion metrics where where FP, FN, 
TP, TN are defined as follows: 
 
False Positive (FP): The number of misclassified  
    legitimate emails. 
False Negative (FN): The number of misclassified  
  spam emails. 
True Positive (TP): The number of spam messages  
  that are correctly classified. 
True Negative (TN): The number of legitimate     
  emails that are correctly classified. 
 

 
As per above calculations, this system gives 90% 
accuracy. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
These day Email system facing serious problem like 
spam. Spam is very cheapest way of advertisement 
for the spammers. Spam filters are used to solve this 

spam problem. We have worked on content based 
filter and grey filter to find out spam. Using these two 
filters, we have detected various kind of spam like 
loan, lottery etc.  
Our result analysis is based on manually created 
database by user. We have tested our system with 
different sets of emails both spam and valid mails and 
showed that this system is very effective in detecting 
compromised machines in network. It also gives best 
result in dynamic IP address and minimizes false 
positive rate and false negative rate. In future we 
would like to extend our system tool to filter emails   
which contains images i.e detec image spam. 
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